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Background
Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) is an acknowledged
standard for quantification of left ventricular volumes, but
the acceptance of CMR to measure the volume of the right
ventricle (RV), including sub-units, such as inlet, outlet,
and apical segment has been limited. In patients with Fallot
(TOF), the size and function of the right ventricular outflow
tract (RVOT) in the course of an RR-interval can serve as
indication for re-operation in cases of pulmonary stenosis,
regurgitation, or RVOT aneurysms. in addition to the
results of conductance examinations. However, none of the
available software applications provides a suitable system-
atic subdivison of the total volume. A novel algorithm was
developed for this purpose and tested in this study.
Methods
We present an automated method for the determination
of RV volumes based on short axis cine series from CMR
examinations. The contour detection proceeds iteratively
through slices and phases. Manual interaction is possible.
For further functional analysis of the right ventricle, a
subdivision into compartiments is applied. The subdivi-
sion is performed automatically from flat or curved layers
as defined by landmarks identified by the investigator.
The landmarks include the crista supraventricularis, the
set in of trabeculary structures, and the apex. The con-
ventional definitions of the compartiments are loose,
therefore two definitions of the outlet are compared to
each other: one robust and simple definition using flat
separating layers, and a more complicated but flexible
definition based on a curved layer.
Results
Depending on the quality of the images, this contour
detection is successful (i. e. requires no further manual
interaction) in up to about 95% of images in the mid-
ventricular region. Papillary structures in the apex as
well as a weakly separable atrium in the basal region
may require manual interactions. Volumes are provided
for all phases in total and in specific regions. Stroke
volume and ejection fraction arise naturally. The
volumes obtained from the two outlet definitions turn
out to agree typically within 10% of the total volume
and thus do not lead to contradicting conclusions.
Conclusion
The application of this fast iterative contour detection
method and volumetry may allow the evaluation of the
chamber volumes for the full heart cycle in clinical rou-
tine. The automatic volume segmentation provides useful
information about the function of a particular segment
such as the RV outlet in TOF patients where it can com-
plete the indications for a surgery.
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